
A  L I F E  W I T H I N  N A T U R E ' S  G U I D E L I N E S  

Structures that speak in the language of sustainability, winds that

make stream of water all the more rhythamic, canvas painting of a

sky THE OTHER SIDE is everything you dreamt of as a kid and a

reward waiting for the modern day work hustler
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Sun, Moon and everything in
between

 
For years we heard our forefathers say how the today hustling city
centres were once forests with no access, in search of urbanisation we
didn't give nature the attention it deserves. Nature is meant to be
experienced in it's truest form, When was the last time you felt rain
drops on your forehead? THE OTHER SIDE is here to make your
nostalgic feeling a reality, here you can nest amongst the sunlight,
evening rain and a dairy white moon without missing out on the
modern day amenities. 

When we designed the space, we
ensured it was not a competition
between urbanization and natured, we
made it a beautiful coherence among
them. The surreal experience of
growing your food in your backyard
and picking them from your kitchen
window is just another day at 
THE OTHER SIDE 

Urbanization & Nature
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04A hug with the home
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What came first 
seed or plant?



06The abundance 



07East facing



08West facing



09In a land not so far away

All miracles happen far far away this
miracle of a home happens right in the
vicinity. Located just 5 minutes away from
Outer Ring Road (exit no. 10). THE OTHER
SIDE is a futuristic expanse into the lap of
nature. The ethnic home and vernacular
architecture compliment the elements of
nature thereby creating an eco system
that functions on its own. 



When have you last seen a
shooting star?

The modern world made all of us crave for the life's

simplest  pleasure, something as simple as a sunrise

without honking cars to an night sjy filled with purest

clouds. Spotting a star shouldn't be a luxury for the

next generations, the simple mantra to conserve and

preserve nature is the foundation for your new home at

THE OTHER SIDE 

Here is once in a lifetime chance to be part of a limited

home community, with only 62 villas spanning across

13 acres the experience is available only for a exclusive

few. This home is going to be part of your celebrations,

it's going to grow aling with your child, cherish along

with your memories, it's going to sip that evening

coffee along with you, it's going to give you an

experience that you always heard during your bed time

stories. Come live at THE OTHER SIDE, A life within

nature's guidelines 

Sustainability is necessary 10



11Dialogue with the
nature



12Club house
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